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For students in Years 1–10 in Queensland, Australia, The Arts (hereafter referred to as ‘arts’)
is one of eight Key Learning Areas in the core curriculum. Yet, while arts – comprising five
strands including music – is a mandatory component of the curriculum, implementation
varies widely. This occurs for a range of reasons, one of which is the common practice
that generalist teachers are allocated delivery of the arts programme in their teaching load.
Furthermore, research reveals that music and the arts are frequently considered to be the
‘frills subject’ in a school’s timetable, often the first to be removed from the timetable when
time is short and the first to feel the impact of budget cuts, including the engagement
of specialist arts educators (Russell-Bowie, 2004). This study highlights the gap between
policy rhetoric for music and the arts and the pedagogical reality in generalist classrooms.
Using a narrative informed case study methodology, a story constellation derived from
a beginning generalist teacher and a school principal is revealed. The discussion which
follows provides a focus, through the generation of key values statements derived from the
data, on the tensions this beginning teacher has experienced in his practice as a teacher
responsible for teaching music and the arts, juxtaposed with a similar narrative of the
school principal.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
In Queensland, Australia, arts education is a key learning area endorsed in the Hobart
Declaration (Ministerial Council on Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs,
hereafter referred to as ‘MCEETYA’, 1988) and more recently in the National Education and
the Arts Statement (MCEETYA, 2005). It is comprised of five strands: music, drama, dance,
visual arts and media. Although it is a core, specialist area of the curriculum, it is common
practice for generalist teachers to deliver the arts curriculum for students in the early and
middle years. However, this reliance on generalist teachers to deliver specialist curriculum
is recognised as being problematic. Research in Australia (Russell-Bowie, 1993, 2004) and
around the world (Hennessy et al., 2001; Oreck, 2001, 2004; Smithrim & Upitis, 2001;
Upitis et al., 1999) confirms that generalist teachers delivering arts education often grapple
with challenges including a lack of confidence, motivation and knowledge to deliver the
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curriculum successfully. Their capacity to undertake the role effectively is dependent upon
a range of factors, including: their own beliefs about their competence; the school context;
pressures of the curriculum; and expected benefits for students. For those teachers unable
to cope with the challenges of delivering a relatively unfamiliar curriculum, it is typical
for them to allocate less time to the in-class teaching and learning experiences in which
their students engage. The result is fewer pedagogical opportunities for students in the arts,
including music education.
Bamford (2007), along with others (Russell-Bowie, 1993, 2004; Garvis & Pendergast,
2010) is critical of this scenario, linking it directly to inadequate funding and support for
music and the arts in schools. She notes that while the arts appear in the educational
policy in almost every country in the world “there is a gulf between the lip service given to
arts education in the provision. . .within schools” (Bamford, 2007, p. 48). This is similarly
confirmed by Winner (2007, p. 25) who complains that the arts have been “trivialised
within our education system”. The gap between policy rhetoric and pedagogical reality is
well documented and lamented by researchers in music and arts education.
A sho r t h i s t o r y o f a r t s e du c a t i o n i n Au s t r a l i a
Over the past 35 years in Australia, several inquires have been conducted investigating
various aspects of arts education, including the quality of arts education experiences of
teachers and students occurring in schools (see New South Wales Ministry of Education,
1974; Schools Commission/ Australia Council, 1977). These reports reveal similar findings
about the scarcity of Arts education occurring in schools.
In 1995, the Australian Senate Inquiry into Arts Education (1995) investigated arts
teacher education training for generalist teachers, noting that the teaching of arts education
in school was typically pushed to the periphery because of inadequate teacher in-service
training and professional development and a lack of confidence by generalist teachers to
teach the arts, “creating a strong impulse to marginalise the Arts in their teaching” (1995,
p. 49). The inquiry drew parallels between amateur participation in sports and participation
in the arts, stating:
“[M]any mentioned the wider good of people ‘participating’ in the Arts or ‘appreciating’
the Arts . . . few tried to define these terms of discussed their implications. Few
discussed the place of a widespread amateur creative life in adult happiness. The
situation contrasts interestingly with the position of physical education, where it is
widely accepted that being physically active is a fundamental good and something
that everyone should do throughout life” (Senate Inquiry, 1995, p. 14).
The inquiry recommended improvements to the: the monitoring of curriculum change;
implementation of professional development programmes; and the need to increase the
number of specialist teachers available to primary schools. Fifteen years on, many of these
recommendations have not been implemented, with current research similarly reporting
the low status of arts and music in the schooling curriculum (Stevens, 2000).
With mounting concern that music education in Australia was approaching a crisis, in
2005 a National Review of School Music Education was conducted. The Review reinforced
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earlier findings from the Senate Inquiry, highlighting the need for improvement of all pre-
service teacher education for specialist primary and secondary teachers. It acknowledged
that the cycle of neglect highlighted in the Senate Inquiry (1995) still continued, typified
by: a lack of continuity in teachers’ own experiences in the Arts; cutbacks in teacher
education; a lack of support from school administration; declining centralized curriculum
support; declining use of primary specialist teachers; and devolution of decision-making
to schools (Senate Inquiry, 1995).
The Review established a pattern of decline in the hours allocated to generalist primary
pre-service education courses for developing capabilities for the teaching of music and
arts in schools (Department of Education, Science and Training and Centre for Learning
Change and Development, 2005). Previous research has shown that on average, pre-service
teachers receive only 23 hours of music training in their entire teacher education (Music
Council Australia, 2003). The Review (2005, p. xvi) recommended that for improved music
teacher education:
• The Australian Government should explore ways to encourage universities (and other
providers of teachers education) to provide more time for Music education for pre-
service teachers (p. xvi).
• Universities and Schools of Education should enhance or transform courses for
generalist classroom teachers to ensure that there is dedicated time to Music education
and that student teachers develop and demonstrate knowledge, understanding and
skills in their own Music making as well as teaching Music (p. xvi).
• Graduating and beginning teachers should demonstrate the currency and relevance
of their knowledge, understanding, skills and values about Music education (p. xvi-
xvii).
The expectation of music and arts education in schools was again made public by
the Australian Ministerial Council on Education Employment, Training and Youth Affairs
(MCEEYTA) releasing a statement entitled the National Education and the Arts Statement
(2007). Building from the Adelaide Declaration on National Goals for Schooling in the
Twenty-First Century (1999), this statement was designed to foster a culture of creativity and
innovation in Australian schools. It acknowledged that an education rich in the creative
arts maximises opportunities for learners to engage as innovative thinkers and learners,
emphasising not only creativity and innovation, but also the values of broad cultural
understandings and social harmony that the arts can engender. This is empathic to United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation’s Road Map for Arts Education
(2006), with arts considered a necessity for skill development in the 21st century, allowing
nations to develop the human resources necessary to tap their cultural capital. Three key
principles underpinned the statement to drive change by laying a foundation for stronger
co-ordination between educational institutions and also to guide arts and education leaders
to ensure that the Australian education system helps children and young people to achieve.
These were (2005, p. 5):
• All children and young people should have a high quality arts education in every
phase of learning;
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• Creating partnerships strengthens community identity and local cultures; and
• Connecting schools with the arts and cultural sector enriches learning outcomes.
In particular, it acknowledged that arts experiences enhance all phases of schooling. All
students, irrespective of their location, socio-economic status or ability should have equal
opportunities to participate in arts-rich schooling systems (MCEETYA, 2005). School-based
arts experiences should be diverse, based on models of effective practice, and embedded
from the early years through to graduation in order to unlock the creative potential of
young people (MCEETYA, 2005). In order to foster this crucial change in arts education,
the statement acknowledges the necessity to foster the skills and knowledge of teachers
through pre-service training and professional development.
Th e cu r r e n t s t u d y
It is within this wider contextual milieu, characterised by a vast gap between the
rhetoric of music and arts education as presented from a policy position; and the lived
classroom experiences of teachers and students, that the research reported in this paper
was conducted. It has engaged with two of the key elements of what might be regarded
as a crisis in music and the arts in school education: it includes a focus on a generalist
beginning1 teacher responsible for delivering the music and arts curriculum; and it includes
a school where arts education has been ‘pushed to the margins’. This paper reports on the
implementation and practice of music and arts teaching from the voice of one generalist
teacher and one principal in a Queensland school (Australia). Using a story constellation
narrative approach, divergent accounts of practice in music and arts education begin to
emerge, revealing the tensions and challenges the teacher and principal experience in their
practice as educators and teaching professionals.
Me t h odo l o g i c a l a p p r o a ch
The narrative informed case study reported in this paper is one of four that collectively
inform a doctoral study investigating beginning generalist teacher self-efficacy for arts and
music education (see Garvis, 2010). This case study is a Catholic primary school in a
metropolitan area outside of Brisbane. The school is located in a low socio-economic area
and has a reputation for catering for the special needs of students. It was included in the
study after the beginning generalist teacher participated in an online survey and indicated
a willingness to be used as a case study site. In this case study, Steven, the third year
generalist beginning teacher and Elizabeth, the school principal, were willing volunteers
in the study.
Case study is an ideal methodology when a holistic, in-depth investigation is needed
(Feagin et al., 1991). It is often used to examine individuals’ “uniqueness and commonality
. . . their stories . . . how they function in their ordinary pursuits and milieus” (Stake, 1995,
p. 1) in order to gain “greater understanding of the case” (Stake, 1995, p. 15). Moreover,
the phenomenon being researched is studied in its natural context, bounded by space
and time (Hancock & Algozzine, 2006). Subsequently, it can help to penetrate situations
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in “ways that are not always susceptible to numerical analysis” (Cohen et al., 2000,
p. 181).
A narrative approach was employed with a focus on the beginning generalist
teacher and the principal. Narrative approaches have investigated human phenomena
in education (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), music education (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009) and
the developmental psychology of music (Barrett, 2009). As an epistemological approach,
narrative inquiry seeks to understand human subjective experience by making people’s
stories a central focus of research (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Clandinin & Connelly,
2000; Clandinin, 2006, 2007). According to Barrett & Stauffer (2009, p. 3), at “the simplest
level narrative inquirers live and work alongside research participants in order to understand
the ways in which individuals and communities story a life and live their stories”.
The primary research products of a narrative inquiry are constructed or co-constructed
accounts that re-present the participants personal and professional experiences (Clandinin
& Connelly, 2000). In this study, a story constellation narrative approach was utilised to
move the interview data from a featureless text to a story. The story constellation approach
attempts to locate teachers’ knowledge in the multiple contexts within which it is created.
According to Craig (2007, p. 6):
Constellations allow for school life to be characterized without the flattening
or dismissing of teachers’ and principals’ knowledge and their relationships and
interactions amid the flow of events in the educational enterprise . . . [where] . . .
the constraints of both formalist and reductionist investigations are avoided.
The story constellations approach opens out in a three-dimensional space (Clandinin &
Connelly, 2000), and is comprised of: the temporal (past, present and future), the personal
and social (interaction), and the contextual (situation and place).
In story constellations, narratives of experience relate to one another like ‘nests of
boxes’ (Craig, 2007), that is, connected and enclosed within other elements. Their narratives
of experience are always shifting, “each with a unique spiraling pattern, necessarily
involving many plotlines, which, in turn, bring multiple meanings to bear on teachers’
knowledge as shaped in their reforming school contexts” (Craig, 2007, p. 4). Through the
engagement of this approach, a “. . . constellation of factors. . .including the moralities and
mores of teachers” (Schwab, 1970, pp. 8–10) are brought to the surface for discussion and
analysis.
The approach uses a paired story combination to bring to light factors unique to
schooling contexts. Paired stories include stories of teacher/teacher stories; stories of
principal/principal stories; stories of school/school stories; stories of curriculum/curriculum
stories; stories of community/community stories (Craig, 2007). Teacher stories are stories
told by teachers, whereas stories of teachers (the partner story) are stories told about
teachers. Similarly, stories of school are stories given to schools, whereas school stories are
stories told by schools. In the story constellation approach, Stories of community are the
stories told about communities, whereas community stories are stories that communities
tell. Stories of reform are stories told about school reform, whereas reform stories are stories
educators tell about the human experience of how reform stories become lived in school
contexts (Craig, 2007). The paired stories allow hidden themes within the individual and
schooling culture to become known through human agency exhibited through the narrative
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construction. The story constellation of the beginning generalist teacher and the principal
is presented under each paired story heading in this paper.
The benefit of utilising a story constellation as a form of narrative inquiry is that
those exposed to the story are often able to connect with and engage in the story in a
direct way, relevant to their own experiences. This presents the possibility that “people
are likely to be disturbed by it and the disequilibrium that ensue may lead to change”,
although this may not always be in a way that is predicted (Lincoln, 2003, cited in Craig,
2007, p. 14). Accordingly, readers “may contribute to the dilemmas posed within the text”
(Barone & Eisner, 1997, p. 75). While there is no way to predict the outcome of this story
constellation, it is hoped that it will stimulate the reader to consider ways in which to
address the challenges currently impacting on the teaching and learning of music and the
arts in schools in Queensland, Australia. It is hoped that readers question ideas that the
story constellation reveals.
Me t h od and t e c hn i q u e s
An interview schedule was devised for the beginning teacher and his principal. It consisted
of two semi-structured interviews lasting between 40 and 60 minutes. More than one
interview was chosen to develop a relationship with the participant. The advantage inherent
in this relationship is that interviewees come to better understand the value that researchers
place on their participants’ “experiences and points of view” (Kirkevold & Bergland, 2007,
p. 73). This relational understanding between researcher and participants is congruent with
the philosophies at the heart of narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Interviews
were recorded and transcribed. In addition, field notes about the physical description
of the school were recorded. The field notes assisted in the development of a greater
understanding of the context and in fleshing out the story constellations.
All field notes and transcripts were shared with participants as constructions of
meanings were explored. Regular phone discussions, meetings and emails were made
between the researcher and participants after the interview to continue co-constructing the
story.
The data were searched for “chunks of interview text about particular themes”,
meaningful and relevant to the study, which figured “importantly and repeatedly”
(Riessman, 1993, p. 67). As those in the narrative field know, analysis becomes an
“increasingly complex” task, involving reading, and “relentlessly rereading”, the field
texts (interview transcripts and observational field notes) of both participants in order
to “narratively code” the data (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 131). The analysis became
inductive (Janesick, 2000, p. 389) locating “narrative threads” or “story lines” interwoven
and interconnected throughout the data sets (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 131). The
researcher began to see meaning in the field text. However, Clandinin and Connelly argue
that no matter how compelling our narrative inquiry field texts are, we need to “fight
against our desire to let [them] speak for themselves” (2000, p. 130; see also Gough,
2003, p. 30). The researcher projects a space in which participants can construct or re-
construct with the research the salient meanings from their stories. Through an ongoing
process of construction and reconstruction of meaning, field texts are able to be turned
into publishable research texts (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994), in this case in the form
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of a story constellation structured around Craig’s (2007) paired stories, viz: stories of
teacher/teacher stories; stories of principal/principal stories; stories of school/school stories;
stories of curriculum/curriculum stories; stories of community/community stories.
After presenting the data as the paired stories, it is not uncommon in story constellation
methodology to use metaphors to describe the relationship between stories (Craig, 2003,
p. 191). In this study, rather than use metaphor, it was decided that value statements would
be employed to capture the essence of the story. These are then carried through to the
discussion section of the paper. In the paired stories that follow, italics are used to make
clear the direct quotations from the research participants.
Schoo l con t ex t
The Birkdale Catholic Primary School is located in a relatively low socio-economic area on
the outskirts of a large town in Queensland, Australia. Enrolments at the school are around
250, however the school population is declining. The area around the school is populated
by many elderly people, suggesting that the demand for schooling may have decreased.
The school is also in close proximity to three state schools. One of the state schools is
relatively new, with new buildings and resources.
In Australia, state and non-state schools are funded differently by the government.
While the Birkshire Catholic Primary School receives some funding, the principal says
the school does not have access to the Department of Education funded Instrumental
Music Program. The Queensland Instrumental Program provides a comprehensive tuition
programme in which students learn orchestral or band instruments through instruction on
a group basis. Educational outcomes are maximised for all students, taking full account
of individual circumstances such as their location, gender, socioeconomic situation,
language and cultural background, and any impairment and special talents they may
have (Department of Education, 1990).
All schools in Queensland are required to employ registered teachers who have
qualified from a recognised teacher education programme. All Queensland schools are
required to teach the eight key learning areas (maths, english, science, arts, technology,
study of society and environment, health and physical education and language other than
english) mandated by the Queensland Studies Authority.
A specialist teacher is employed part-time to take drama and music with each primary
school class for an hour a week (an integrated music and drama lesson). There are no
specialist teachers for the other areas of the arts. The generalist teachers in the school
are still responsible for the majority of arts (dance, drama, music, visual arts and media)
instruction and assessment in the classroom. The generalist teacher is expected to teach
the arts as per the recommended guidelines (Essential Learning Statement, 2007) from the
Queensland Studies Authority. Teachers are expected to assess skills and knowledge in
music and the arts. In the guidelines music and the arts have standards that students are
expected to achieve.
According to the principal of the Birkdale Catholic Primary School, the school has a
good reputation for catering for children with special needs. Within the school population of
250 students, 26 (or approximately 10%) are ascertained as needing intervention strategies
for their learning.
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S t o r i e s o f t eache r / t eache r s t o r i e s
Steven Matthews is a third-year teacher of a composite class of year six and seven students
at the Birkdale Catholic Primary School. He has 25 students in his class. This is his first
year here as a generalist teacher and he has also taken on the responsibility of organising
physical education in the school. Previously, he has spent two years at a rural school where
he was one of three teachers. He is happy to be in a bigger town.
Steven decided to become a generalist teacher because it was a good place to be. He
suggests that this role allows him to mentor students and help them to pursue their goals
and abilities. Well it definitely wasn’t for money you know, he jokes. Steven’s sense of
humour begins to shine through. He admits that while at university he did not learn much
about arts education. He suggests that the course was too short, with greater modelling
needed by lecturers and supervising teachers for learning to teach music and the arts.
He adjusts the papers that are in front of him. Well to be perfectly honest the arts at
uni[versity] was pretty much useless. They just tried to do too much in too short a time
frame. I mean I don’t think it gave me any more confidence to teach the arts than what I
already had. I mean the course was okay, but there was just too much stuff in too little a
time. There was more reading in arts teacher education than anything else. I actually found
the school based stuff a lot more engaging in comparison to the actual theory in the subject.
The modelling of the arts took place at school. I had a really good teacher back then. He
was one of those arty, farty people that really acted it; you know doing stupid things. To be
honest there is not enough Arts education in university. I mean they do have dedicated Arts
teachers that go through university and do that as specialists, but for a generalist teacher
that just does run of the mill everything there is not enough. But then saying that, where
are you going to fit it in because there are just so many other things that uni[versity] has to
go through. I mean a lot of it is rubbish and doesn’t help you.
Steven breathes in slowly and looks around the room. He sits closer in his chair and
speaks quietly. It is one of those things, if you don’t use it, you lose it. I have definitely
lost what I previously did. With my Visual Arts stuff, I definitely would not be able to do it
now. If I had to cut out sections of a pot, I definitely couldn’t do it. I’ve forgotten all those
different things in Visual Arts. I guess also with the drawing side, if you don’t practice it
you are going to likewise. I guess it is similar to music. If you don’t practice you get rusty.
With music at university though I didn’t get the basics.
“So do you engage with the Arts in your life now?”, the researcher asks.
Well to be really honest, the only thing I could say is that I listen to music, especially
when I am driving. I don’t play it. I haven’t done any drawing or painting in a long time,
not since school really.
The researcher nods at Steven. “And do the students like arts in your classroom?”
I mean I think the kids enjoy arts activities but I’ve got some that are really bucking at
the moment with the distorted drawing. But that’s because they’re perfectionist, ones who
have to get it right. I’ve got other kids who couldn’t be bothered but the majority of them are
enjoying what’s going on. He pauses, catching his thoughts before continuing. I did a free
hand drawing of a person’s face where they weren’t allowed to look at the page and they
weren’t allowed to lift their hand. They had to draw the eyes and the ear, the general shape
of the head, put some hair on it. They weren’t allowed to lift their hand off the page so
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wherever they went next they had to draw the lines around it. Then they had to select three
colours, be they hot or cold and they had to colour it in using those three colours . . . I got
the idea from a couple of years ago. It’s just a really fun activity to do. The kids get involved
in it. They look at their face and go ‘yoy, yoy, yoy’! You can spot some kids who are hesitant
to try things, because their pictures are just so darn tiny. Like little dots on a page. While
other kids who are out there, their pictures are big enough to fill the page. To Steven, these
students enjoyed arts activities and it allowed them to explore themselves in different ways.
Steven continues. I don’t really teach music though. I don’t know how. My students
don’t really learn music in my classroom.
“Do you consider yourself a teacher of the arts?” the researcher asks.
Well. Steven glances around the room before continuing . . . I don’t consider myself a
teacher of the arts. Not even an artist. I’ve never gone any further with it than what I did. I
have limited musical skills.
S t o r i e s o f p r i n c i p a l / p r i n c i p a l s t o r i e s
Elizabeth has been the Principal of Birkshire Catholic Primary School for just over three
years. Previously she had been a principal at another Catholic Primary School. She believes
all students have a right to be provided with the best quality education possible, regardless
of their socio-economic status. Elizabeth believes all the generalist teachers in her school
should engage with music and arts activities in the classroom.
“So what do you think is the role of music and arts in education?”, the researcher asks.
Elizabeth smiles. Well, the role of arts in education is really complementary to literacy
and numeracy and a lot of skills in both of those areas can come from the arts. She moves
her chair closer to her desk. But I think the most important thing is that it gives an area of
outlet for children who are not academic to feel like, you know, “I can do this and I know I
can do this well and there is nothing wrong with this’. Elizabeth inhales slowly. You know
in Visual Arts you can’t go wrong with your interpretation of a task set by a teacher. I think
for some kids that’s really important and they achieve success.
Elizabeth continues, talking about the benefits of learning a musical instrument. She’d
love to see all children learn a musical instrument. At the Birkshire Catholic Primary School,
the instrumental programme is funded by parents who can afford instruments and lessons.
I mean unfortunately, even at our school, we have families who aren’t able to afford it. I
think some of the state schools have a great idea. I don’t know if it happens in all state
schools where it is just available for anybody and it is paid for within the school budget.
It would be great if this could be extended to all schools across the nation. It is really
valuable. I think the students learn to express themselves. I know that there is research that
correlates learning and instruments and academic achievement. I think it can really teach
students a lot of skills and also about themselves. They learn to focus on tasks and it is that
idea that they perform to an audience.
Elizabeth pauses, gathering her thoughts. She continues, talking about problems with
the perceptions of music and the arts and associated problems with formal assessment.
Music and arts education are graded on an A–E scale in the school (as per government
recommendations for reporting). She uses an example of parent understanding about music
and the arts. Elizabeth describes that the status of a subject improves if there is formal
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assessment. When a key learning area that has an assessment component to it, it probably
brings the status of it up, whereas if it doesn’t it devalues it in the eyes of some parents. We
need to have assessment in music and the arts so parents feel it is valuable, but we have
more flexibility for activities without assessment. So sometimes as a principal, you face an
uphill battle of trying to get people to understand that music and the arts is an important
part of child development.
Elizabeth considers herself an artist as she enjoys music, arts and crafts, especially
crocheting, sewing and doll making. Her love for the arts appears to enter her teaching
practice. She reflects on trying to include the arts as a teacher. I know that when I was a
school teacher I tried to always place an importance on that. There was a programme I
was running about 15 years ago. We used to use a lot of re-sourcing from the community.
So I used to find out if there was anyone who had particular skills and there used to be a
guy who came in and helped with music and dance. But I do love arts and craft. It is a part
of who I am.
S t o r i e s o f s c h o o l / s c h o o l s t o r i e s
At the Birkshire Catholic Primary School, the skills of generalist teachers are often drawn
upon to help other teachers plan activities. According to Elizabeth, drawing on the talents
of generalist teachers provides greater opportunities for all subject areas to be taught,
especially if the school has limited access to specialist teachers. It was expected by
the principal that generalist teachers at the Birkshire Catholic Primary School would
share their knowledge with other teachers, making sure that all areas of all subjects
were covered within the school curriculum. For example, Steven is in charge of sharing
knowledge about physical education, while another generalist teacher organises visual arts
activities.
Elizabeth also employs a specialist teacher to take each class for integrated drama and
music lessons. Since the specialist teacher is only part time and on a contract, she does not
appear to provide extra curricula activities for students such as choir.
I ask Steven about music. Well apart from their time with the specialist teacher for
integrated music and drama, there isn’t really much music that goes on in my classroom. I
don’t know what goes on in those lessons. I still have to try and teach and assess the arts
myself somehow! I can’t even understand the curriculum. The specialist teacher is only
here for a few days a week. Who do I go to? She doesn’t get paid to help me, only to teach
so many classes.
S t o r i e s o f c ommun i t y / c ommun i t y s t o r i e s
The community within the Birkshire Catholic Primary School is called upon to help with
learning experiences throughout the year. Elizabeth smiles as she describes the example
of a visiting author. It is for stage two and stage three students. The programme is part of
an initiative called ‘Child Write Program’. The author visits the school one day a week
and creates a book that becomes published. Various copies are placed in the community,
including the local library and hospital. The students get such a thrill out of making the
book together. This year we have also managed to book in an illustrator and she is going
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to work with stage three, our older children and hopefully some of our other children. So,
I’m very excited about that. Oh yes and there is another example. There is the teacher aide
who helps with dance. In previous years we have had a fairly large Sudanese population
and last year we were allocated a Sudanese aide and she actually had a flair for hip-hop
dancing. She used to take the kids once a week who were interested during morning tea
time just to do a little bit of that. And, they presented on assembly on our parade area to
the rest of the school
We also have instrumental performances from the children who learn an instrument.
We also have sing-a-longs for events such as Christmas.
Elizabeth takes a sip of water. She puts the glass down. And I almost forgot the talent
competition. There was a teacher who was teaching here a couple of years ago who started
this up. She has since retired but comes back every year to run it for us. We have judges
that the children nominate and they go for rehearsals and practice with the teacher, and
then we have a day where they bring the judges in and all the school goes to watch. We
do try and narrow it down, but we must admit the retired teacher’s really generous and
we sit there for a few hours watching. There are various categories – the dance category,
instrumental music. There’s a singing category and a drama category. The students who
sing are amazing.
Parent involvement is strong. Parents and friends to the school will come in and help
with different activities. They are a big help. Elizabeth admires all the community members
who help with the music and arts extra curricula activities. I think we have support from
everyone. I think the arts are an area that really lends itself to that, because like I said, a lot
of teachers don’t have the skills in some of those areas and I think the clever teacher tries
to use what’s around. And to really say, look I don’t really know how to do that but I am
sure I can find someone who can help me.
S t o r i e s o f r e f o rm / r e f o rm s t o r i e s
The reform being played out on the professional knowledge landscape of the Birkshire
Catholic Primary School is based on the National Assessment Program for Literacy and
Numeracy (NAPLAN). This was a form of national standardized testing that was introduced
in 2008 for year three, five, seven and nine students. Both Elizabeth and Steven discuss
potential problems music and the arts will face as greater focus is placed on literacy and
numeracy.
Elizabeth begins slowly. Her voice is softer. I think at the moment, what is happening
on the national scene is very much driven by government agenda, we have these levels of
skills and if you’re not going to get that then sack the principal and teachers won’t receive
bonuses. It’s that whole accountability. I think it is important but it shouldn’t be to the
detriment of other subjects including music and the arts. As an educator you see many
students become very successful, but it’s not always in the academic fields. I suppose I have
a worry that if we are going down the line where everyone has to be over the benchmarks
for literacy and numeracy, you’re going to see the slide in some of the subjects like music,
dance and drama. She pauses. Unfortunately there are just so many things thrust upon
schools these days to have to deal with. One of the main ones is the social issues that
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are happening. You know, times are tough and it is hard to find time for everything in the
curriculum.
Also . . . Well this probably isn’t policy making but funding I think is really important,
because with the arts, it needs a lot of funding. And I think to get the best out of kids you
do need to have specialist teachers. The other thing is equipment. It’s an area, I mean I
suppose all subjects need equipment, but music like sport, if that was funded you need to
make sure there is a decent amount for equipment. I think that’s probably the crux of it –
good teaching and the ability of schools to resource areas of the curriculum appropriately.
If policy makers were committed to music and the arts in schools, they would provide
suitable funding and encourage quality teaching.
Steven echoes the same concerns of music and the arts disappearing in current reforms.
There is a lot of pressure from curriculum reform. Nowadays you have to be able to do
certain things to get certain jobs. You need to have certain things to get university degrees
in those areas. I mean if you were doing a trade, there would be nothing wrong with you
doing arts.
I would hate to see the music and the arts disappear in the current reforms because it
is a relaxing thing for the kids and it is also something that is just out there. It is something
that the kids can learn from other than just having to sit down and do the numbers and the
writing and all of that.
Both Elizabeth and Steven suggest there are problems accessing professional
development in music and the arts.
The researcher asks Steven if he feels supported with teaching music and the arts.
I don’t feel supported at all from anyone outside of school. At this point in my career I
am still open to learning about music and the arts though if they were available.
“So do you have support from the state government?” the research asks.
Steve laughs out loud. Yeah – no, definitely no!
“So who supports you in the teaching of music and the arts in your classroom?”
Me myself and I. I have one teacher who helps me but that is it.
“Anything from professional development organisations?” the researcher asks again.
He inhales and exhales slowly. If I knew of it I would take it. I would do courses if
they were available but I haven’t heard of anything. I haven’t seen anything that has come
through either. In the entire three years of my teaching, nothing.
“So what help would you like?”
Well, policy makers need to make it accessible for the dumb people like me. He
laughs. The current syllabus is too verbose and difficult to understand. Something that is
easy to lay my hands on, with easy hands-on activities, where I can look at it and go ‘I
know what you’re speaking and looking for’. You know that type of thing. I’m one of those
people who learn by seeing and doing, instead of being told. If I learn how to do it and
can do it, I’m comfortable to be able to do it. He pauses briefly before continuing. I’d like
to sit down and make something to get an idea of how long it takes, what it’s about and
where it comes from type of thing.
Elizabeth comments about the cost of professional development and the lack of music
and arts professional development opportunities. She would like to have access to arts
professional development, however the cost of courses would have to be low. More
professional development courses these days just fund themselves out of cost so it’s not
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feasible. I can’t afford to send teachers. Even for general classrooms teachers looking to
upgrade or looking to develop skills in particular areas, the professional development that
is on offer across the board in some key learning areas fund themselves too high. The cost
is enormous.
Elizabeth raises the idea of improved teacher education for music and the arts. She sits
straight in her chair. I know that, and this was back in the dim dark ages when I went to
uni[versity], I hadn’t learnt a musical instrument, it just wasn’t affordable to my parents at
the time when I was growing up. I know we did things like recorder and xylophone and I
know that really didn’t do too much for me! You know I didn’t pick music up much in the
classroom at all to use as a tool. So it probably depends on the level of commitment by the
uni[versity] to what they want people to come out with. I mean the attempt to do music
while I was at uni[versity] hasn’t helped me a great deal at all.
You know unless you do a really intensive course where by the end of it where if you’ve
got an instrument that you want to learn that’s not like the recorder. I don’t know if they
still do it – I just think the recorder is a bit of a ‘band-aid’ thing. Say if you’ve always had
an interest in learning the guitar but you’ve not got around to it, I mean if you’re prepared
to put in the hours it takes than maybe, I don’t know how they run that sort of thing, but
that’s what I mean about being a bit more fair dinkum about it I suppose. I’ve never seen a
teacher take out a recorder to work with a class. Same with the xylophone. I’ve never seen
a teacher take a one out and say – I’m going to do a music lesson now. I think learning the
recorder is probably quite detrimental to a lot of teachers. I guess the teachers also need to
have a passion. Teachers and the school must also be passionate.
The researcher thinks back to the interview with Steven in the staff room, recalling his
similar views. His face tightens as he discusses improvements in teacher education.
I mean there are lots of areas that need improvement. I’d like to see more being done
in front of me so that I could do something with it. There’s not enough. There’s not enough
music and arts education in university. Like the one I went through, they stuck music and art
together for one semester, and they did a part time basis on both where you went to music
for six weeks, and then six weeks in art. I mean the amount of stuff that they went through,
things like the history of arts, the different arts, the renaissance, the industrial revolution
and all those things and how they affected arts. More hands-on activities. It needs to be
extended over a couple of semesters. And remove those musical stupid things, what are
they, they drive you insane. He begins to mime playing an instrument.
“Recorders?” I suggest.
Yes them. Steven laughs. They’re horrible. Get rid of them.
D i s c u s s i o n
Story constellations are designed to engage the reader to consider the challenges being
shared. In this study, the reader must consider for themselves the problems of teaching
music and arts at this school context in Queensland Australia. From this may come the
challenging of policy for arts education. To complete this paper, we will bring to light a
few of the issues raised from this story constellation for the reader to ponder further.
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Va l ue 1 : The a r t s a t un i ve r s i t y was p re t t y much use l e ss – they need to s t op us i ng
band-a i d s i n t eache r educa t i on
The story constellation raises interesting questions about Steven’s ability to teach music
and the arts. He held low perceptions about his knowledge and skills in music. Steven is
more comfortable teaching visual arts in his classroom, even though he is expected to teach
all of the arts strands (music, dance, drama, visual arts and media). He positioned himself
as a novice with the arts and was less inclined to teach arts education in his classroom.
Activities that he did teach he had learned from other teachers or from his own personal
experiences. Questions are raised about how to improve Steven’s confidence to teach the
arts. The principal concurs, commenting on the failure of pre-service teacher education
and professional development to adequately prepare generalist teachers who are capable
of including music and the arts in the classroom.
Va l ue 2 : A t t h i s s choo l , a r t s educa t i on i s t he g l ue tha t b i nds the c ommun i t y
The power of the community was also made evident in this story constellation. At the
Birkshire Catholic Primary School, interpersonal support was provided by the community
members and other teachers who were drawn upon for extra curricula music and arts
activities. Music and arts extra curricula activities had encouraged parents and community
members to become actively involved. The extra curricula activities were run by the
generalist teachers, not the music specialist. These activities appeared to move beyond
classroom learning, to provide a sense of community for all. They were not part of school
policy, were not part of the regulated content for the arts curriculum and were not assessed
with grades.
Va l ue 3 : The a r t s i s ( shou l d be ) f o r e ve r yone – y ou a re go i ng t o see t he s l i de o f t he a r t s
The gap between policy rhetoric that supports music and arts education and actual access
to music and arts funding played out on the landscape at the Birkshire Catholic Primary
School. The non-state school did not want this story, but was given this story because of
funding issues and limited access to the Instrumental Music Program. The principal spoke
of the inequity within instrumental music lessons in her school. While instrumental lessons
were free at the state school up the road (funded by the Department of Education- the
agency for state funded schools), they were not available at the Birkshire Catholic Primary
School (Catholic schools are administered by regional Archdioceses). Parents had to pay
full fees for instrumental lessons if they wanted their child to learn. Subsequently, many
students were denied the opportunity to learn an instrument as they did not attend a state
school. Elizabeth believed that all students should be given the opportunity to learn a
musical instrument, regardless of the school type they attend. This form of inequity sends
clear messages to the school community about the valuing of music and education in
different school contexts.
These three values, along with others that might be evident to the reader of this paper,
are drawn from the constellation generated out of the paired stories. While this above story
constellation illuminates the teachers’ unfolding contextualized experiences over time,
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the constellation does not produce “a script to be followed” (Davis Jr, 2003, p. 11). It
is impossible to generalize from this one narrative informed case study about contexts,
schools types, settings, teacher and principal belief’s, teacher education programmes and
professional development. However the constellation provides a snapshot of truth to the
teller of that story. It operates in a Bakthinina spirit of novelness, where it may ‘inspirit the
readers to enter into dialogue with them’ (Barone & Eisner, 1997, p. 75). The narratives
avoid the epic and grand narratives approach where the purpose is “to impart the final
word, to shut out other voices, to close down interpretative options” (Barone & Eisner, 1997,
p. 75). Rather, story constellations are designed to make the reader think about responses
for themselves, and to prompt the questions that need to be asked for arts education.
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